Using the **Luminess iZone™ device**

**Your iZone wand features LED Photo therapy & Iso-Radiance™ energy**, a one-two punch to help improve the look of under eye areas for maximum benefit.

**LED Light Therapy**
Utilize the photo LED therapy to deliver concentrated benefits of either Blue or Red light. The **Blue light** is known for sterilizing and providing anti-aging benefits “Clearing”.

The **Red light** is classically known for delivering heating & circulation enhancing benefits to promote collagen production to “Minimizing” problem areas.

**Iso-Radiance™ Energy**
Provides both mechanical and Therapeutic benefits to help gently massage and distribute iFX serum into the skin. Ultra Sonic waves permeate wave energy into the skin to encourage circulation.

**Diagram A. Light Therapy Mode Selection**

- **C** - Clearing
- **M** - Minimizing
- **OFF**

**Diagram B. Iso-Radiance™ Finger placement**

1. Make sure that your finger touches the metal conductor “Ion plate” as shown
2. Make sure that the metal tip of the iZone wand touches your face

You will feel short bursts of focused ultra sonic wave energy which will help massage serum deep into the skin.
Use each evening before bedtime for best results.

Begin by cleansing face with a mild moisturizing cleanser. Make sure your skin is free from makeup and impurities.

Don't tug or apply stress on the delicate under-eye skin.

Apply iFX serum around the under-eye area as shown in the diagram. Gently dab with your fingertip. Make sure to apply the iFX serum generously to drench the treatment area.

Use iZOne device immediately over treated area. Ensure that the tip of the device is touching your skin at the same time your finger is touching the "ion plate" area on the outer side of the device. You will feel a light vibration of the device when proper contact is made. Gently massage serum into the treatment area under-eye for approximately 2-3 minutes or until serum is absorbed by skin.
**WARNING**

Do not contact eyes with the device or serum as it will cause permanent damage. NEVER USE on open, inflamed, irritated or injured skin. For external use only. Those with overly sensitive skin or prone to skin allergies should avoid using these products. Immediately discontinue use if signs of irritation or rash appears and consult a physician if condition does not improve.

Do not shine light directly into eye. Keep device away from children. This tool is not water-proof, use and store in a dry area away from water.

---

**Remember to install batteries**

Slightly twist iZOne device cover counter clock wise to Install one (1) AA - battery into unit as instructed (battery not included (use new premium strength fully charged battery for best results)).

Periodically, replace battery to ensure best results. Device will seem weak when battery life is low.

---

**Note:** Position the battery cover to line up with the device. Slightly twist the cover clockwise until you hear a click. The click let’s you know that the cover is secure.